
Our Mission

Bassett Construction takes pride in constructing top-notch structures that are high quality at an economical
price. We are dedicated to our company's mission and philosophy “To provide Pueblo and Southern Colorado with
construction experience that will leave a lasting impression.”

Who We Are

Bassett Construction is a general contractor specializing in contracting that includes but is not
limited to schools, churches, hospitals, industrial and commercial projects. With its base of
operation located in Pueblo, Bassett offers a wide-range of knowledge in the Colorado market.
View our FACTS SHEET that is printable from your browser.

What We Do

Bassett Construction builds new buildings, extensive remodel construction, and major tenant
finish work for a wide variety of clients. Our clients include large national corporations, multiple
school districts, and many local hospitals from around Southern Colorado as well as, many small
businesses and individuals. Our COMPLETED PROJECTS also includes a wide range of work
including buildings with complex building systems such as wind tunnels, manufacturing rooms,
gymnasiums, and swimming pool complexes.

Take some time and look over our projects and gain an appreciation for what we have done and
imagine what Bassett Construction can do for you.

Services Provided
Bassett Construction offers a wide Varity of CONSTRUCTION SERVICES to meet just about any
individual or business needs and wants. Our services are provided through multiple types of
contractual arrangements including lump-sum contracts or cost work with guaranteed maximum
price contracts. Every contract and service that is provided is customized to meet needs of the
owner.

Our most Valuable Asset...Our Staff

Bassett's most valuable asset offered is our thoroughly trained and experienced staff.

Bassett is an open shop contractor, who takes great satisfaction in training our staff to be team
players with a strong emphasis on safety. We take pride in being an active field contractor by
performing much of the work with our own labor force. We typically perform concrete work,
carpentry work, miscellaneous steel, millwork, doors, frames and building specialties on each
project. By Bassett being field active, it assures control over costs, scheduling and most
importantly quality.
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